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Programme

www.telfordhamfest.co.uk

July 15

VHF NFD De-briefing.

July 22
July 29

Foxhunt at Telford Town Park from 7:30 pm. 144.600 MHz (+/- QRM)
(on foot—starting from Southwater Way, back of old Do-it-All store)
Digital Receivers at VHF. Talk by guest speaker Pat, G3YFK

August 5

HQ Closed. Committee meeting The Huntsman

August 11
August 12

(Tues) HamFest Committee—Station Inn, 7:30pm
Society Projects—some finishing, others proposed to follow.

August 19

Little Wenlock Foxhunt, on foot. (144.600 MHz +/- QRM on FM)

August 26

HamFest final Prep & Briefing Night. Jobs For The Boys (and Girls)

September 2

Open House / Committee / On the Air (LWVH)

September 5/6 TELFORD HAMFEST WEEKEND. (Yes—THIS weekend !!!)
September 9

What is That ? Members bring along radio centred oddities…. (Also
short HamFest de-briefing session first)
September 16 How to make simple HF antennas and tune them (M/C G0UFE)
September 19 (Saturday) Train the Trainers at LWVH. Sponsored & M/C RSGB.
(Let Mike ‘JKX know if you wish to attend. Essential if you’re involved in
A.R. Training at any level, or want to join the training team)
September 23 Introduction To Microwaves and a possible project. M/C G3UKV
September 30 Social Evening (Salop ARS invited) and short video.
October 7
October 14

HQ Closed. Meeting at The Huntsman. Usual first-in-the-Month.
The new Society Construction Project(s).

For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns Richy M0RKY

Editorial
Just a few lines this time ….
The Club (sorry Mike—Society) has been extremely busy this year in recent months:
Visiting speaker arrangements … VHF NFD arrangements and aftermath … Green Shoots
Lottery Money decisions ...Training for Am Radio exam arrangements and publicity …
Foundation & Intermediate Exam arrangements ... Telford Hamfest and associated date
shinannigans … sorting out forthcoming programme of events … contest involvement …
Museums on the Air … Preparing for Train the Trainers session … Relay for Life event …
Websites updates and corrections … HQ improvements … Marconi International Day
expedition … 40th AGM arrangements ...Little Wenlock Parish Open Evening …
and no doubt some others that I’ve forgotten about.
We are indeed fortunate to have such an active Amateur Radio Club in the County, and
it is a tribute to a large number of Members that so much is happening. Our regular
attendance at weekly meetings is at an all-time high, which tells its own story.
MIV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

A thought from Dave G0CER …. (via e-mail)
“After reading my mini-Radcom newsletter for August - I notice there is a call for debate on
Olympics radio stations. We're in a position geographically to put on something that might be
headline station for Wenlock (re-the local Olympics historical connection).
This discussion in the newsletter infers they want some heavy-weight serious stations
3000calls/day every day for the run up and during the Olympics, quite some effort would be
necessary if it were done here!
Perhaps this might be so big as to need a Telford/Shrewsbury group effort? Just a thought There'd be plenty of local and national press coverage and perhaps pull in the scouts/guides
and any other support services who might like to be part of it? Just a thought. “
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OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME. ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM.
MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

QTC? News & Information
John, G7GCK up from Leicester and gave a memorable talk and presentation of a large
number of cryptology machines, dating back to early 20th century and onwards. At least a
couple he owns or has on loan, are still probably in current use in some corners of the world.

His particular style of humour and anecdotes made for a smashing evening’s entertainment.

The same evening, our TDARS WebMaster,
Don M0FHM, received a framed award from the
Committee, which read as follows:
“In recognition of his valuable contribution to
the Society, including the maintenance and
updating of the Society’s web pages and the
establishment of Shropshire’s first D-Star
repeater”.
Congratulations Don ! Well deserved.

Most of the “Green Shoots” funding award hardware has now been purchased, such as the OHP, Laptop and projector. Further enquiries are in hand
to confirm permission to purchase a real-time overhead scanner (by Elmo),
which is a bit like a 21 century digital version of the old “epidiascope”

The results of last November’s 160 metre (top band) “Club Calls” have been published
on the HFCC website. TDARS came 20th out of 93 entries, and scored 1178 points. This
compares with 28th out of 92 entries in 2007. Good result, with room for further progress!
Thanks to Richard G0VXG for use of his station in Jackfield once again.
A successful and popular BBQ took place earlier this
month. Thanks to Derek ‘EYX and Phil (2E0GIV) for the
accompanying photo.
There seems to be a lot of watching others doing the work
here! …….. Apparently about 25 members and partners
turned up to the event in the Little Wenlock Parish field.

The surplus equipment sale in May turned out to be a good money maker—thanks mainly
to generous donations of money to TDARS from items sold. Something approaching £200.
VHF NFD weather was much kinder this year. We were all inside when the predicted rain
arrived in small measure on both days. Lots of sporadic ‘E’ for 6 metres, and it even extended
to 2 metres occasionally. Good turnout and excellent results as you can see from the following. Last years QSO numbers are points claimed in brackets:- 6 Metres: 155 QSOs, 114570
points (2008: 102 QSOs and 34798 points); 4 Metres: 86 QSOs, 15095 pts (2008: 76 and
17928); 2 Metres: 322 QSOs, 73057 pts (2008: 235 and 47840); 23cm: 42 QSOs, 6413 pts.
(2008: 39 and 6815). So, more QSOs on all four bands, but slightly lower scores on 4m and
23cm, since shorter distances achieved overall. 6 and 2m great improvement. In 2008 we
were 2nd in the Mix ’n Match Section, so we’re keeping our fingers crossed for this year’s
entry.
G8UPF G3UKV G8UGL M0RKY

M0ECM

M0EMM

(Got the callsigns right this time)

G8UGL: dreams of
wealth ?

Unlucky 13 ? Taken just before the
start.

G3ZME/P

Relay for Life 2009 by Bob M0RJS
Last year TDARS was approached by an ex-club member, Katrina G0PLB, and asked if we could put on a special event
station at the Relay for Life event at Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. It seemed that none of the local clubs ‘did that kind of thing’.
Don (M0FHM) and myself (Bob M0RJS) did indeed put on a station and as a result TDARS was asked to do it again this
year. This year we had the added benefit of the assistance of another club member, Martyn (2E0CTG) as well as Norma,
Don’s wife and their Romanian friend, Lilly.
Relay for Life is designed to raise funds for the registered charity Cancer Research UK. Along with its sister function,
Race for Life, many events are organised throughout the whole country. Our particular one took place at the Northwood
Stadium, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. It ran from 12:00 hrs Saturday to 12:00 Sunday 21st June.
Several teams took part. The idea is the each team member collects sponsorship money and at least one team member is
walking, running, crawling or otherwise moving round the stadium track for the whole of the twenty four hours.
Being part of the event subjects one to conflicting emotions and reactions, at least it did for me. Sadness that so many people still die from cancer, anger that the problem takes too long to solve, joy to see very many survivors, happy to join with
so many people with just one aim in mind and frankly, proud just to be there.
Last year Don and I met Katrina’s husband Grant. He had been diagnosed as suffering from a particularly virulent form of
cancer. To be truthful, on seeing him, I thought that he would not see the week out and it was already Saturday! Don and I
had both heard during the intervening year that his health had unexpectedly and dramatically improved.
This year, on asking Katrina how was Grant, she said ‘Well, come and have a chat with him and judge for yourself’. On
being re-introduced to Grant I realised that I had been chatting with him for over 30 minutes just a little earlier and did not
recognise him. He was completely recovered, very active and taking a major part in the event’s activities. That kind of
miracle certainly helps to get things into a better perspective.
The special event station, GB0RFL, was intended to be of general interest for those team members and visitors at Hanley,
but also to promote the cause of Cancer Research UK to a wider audience and possibly even to encourage other groups in
the UK to establish a similar event in their area. We did get some interest on site and whether the other aims were achieved,
we will never know.
The station was set up in a tent just in front of Don’s motor caravan right by the side of the track. We intended to use 80,
40 and 20 metres as well as D-Star. Don brought his Icom 756 and 2820 together with generator and laptop. My job was
to provide the HF aerial.
Unfortunately we were not in range of any D-Star repeater. The site is in a bit of a hollow so 70cm was very restricted.
We did try to use a D-Star dongle on a laptop with mobile 3g broadband (well it is still wireless!) but there was no 3g signal either. As usual the old ones are often still the best, and good old fashioned HF SSB reliably came to our rescue.
The aerial was a non resonant doublet. I had originally intended to build the ZS6BKW Multiband HF Antenna as published on our web site by Martyn (G3UKV). The total doublet length was 27.5m but instead of having a 12.2 m length of
450 ohm ribbon connected to 50 ohm co-ax I had a 20m length of ribbon attached to a balance auto ATU. The doublet was
10m high, ends as well!
It worked extremely well, very much better than I had anticipated. There was an iron railing in line and immediately below
the doublet. I wonder if it was acting as some kind of reflector, specially on 40m as it was ¼ of a wavelength below the
doublet? One of these days I will carry out some test and try to work out what was happening.
Whilst we all had a go at operating Martyn (2E0CTG) did most of it and with the level of expertise that made it difficult to
remember the he has only been fairly recently licensed. Many congratulations.
We had about 60 QSOs. We were not trying to be a contest station. It was all pleasantly relaxed with good ragchews with

Shropshire D-Star Meeting report by Richard M1RKH and Don M0FHM
On Saturday 16th May three independent D-Star repeater groups got together with the intention of forming a Midlands D-Star
group using Bridgnorth Fire Station as the first meeting venue. GB7SY (QTH Shrewsbury), GB7WF (Bewdley) and GB7ZI
(Cannock) are all operational D-Star nodes with growing user bases. The Mid-Star network, as it is known, is envisaged to be
a forum for these groups and any others that wish to join to aid with learning and sharing of information into the D-Star user
community.
The day was split into two halves with the morning session catering to repeater admin tasks and activities and updates on the
global and UK centric network. The afternoon session focussed on users and how the D-star system is best set up and worked.
It raised many interesting points around the two main rigs from Icom, the 2820 and 92D. The group is making available radio
configuration files and will provide a setup service on any new users rigs to help overcome some of the initial learning curve.
With the aim of addressing a larger geography of users, the Mid-Star repeaters are now configured such that by default they
will all use D-Star reflector 13 when not being connected elsewhere, so that in effect the Mid-Star network now allows users
within the range of each individual repeater to talk as if on a single repeater. We hope that this will increase usage of all the
Mid-Star repeaters and encourage new users to take part. The Mid-Star website is being setup at midstar.org.uk where contact
points are available.
Richard has started the Yahoo group :-http://groups.yahoo.com/group/midland-dstar/
and I would invite you all to register with this group. I will be announcing all GB7SY notices on that group.
The GB7SY web site can be entered by :-www.gb7sy.net
www.midstar.org.uk
www.midstar.co.uk
Best 73 M0FHM Don Sunderland.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Other club news bits ……….
A couple of new construction projects are in the pipeline for the autumn / winter months.
More details at the Sept 23 and October 14/21 meetings. Meanwhile, the meeting planned for
August 12 is intended as a general forum to help and compare the 2008/09 projects. To make
this evening successful, it is essential that Members bring along their projects, even if incomplete. (MKARS 80m Transceiver, RF field-strength meter and/or Antenna Analyser.). Help will
surely be on hand—so don’t be bashful—share it with others.
This is the last Newsletter before the Telford Hamfest (weekend 5/6 September). Please try
to attend the final planning meeting arranged for Wed. 26th August. If you’re away or otherwise unable to attend, please contact Derek G0EYX or another member of the Committee to
let him know your availability for this important event.. As always, we need everyone’s help.
Friends and family can contribute too! A couple of hours or so by ALL members can really
make the difference, and of course shares the work-load & pressure around.
Orders for 40th anniversary drinking mugs are due to be placed any day soon. Cost £5.50
each. Let Jim G8UGL know your requirements before its too late.
Chris M0ECM has done an excellent job renovating one of the Club mobile masts. It looked
most impressive on VHF NFD earlier this month.
A second local Radio Exam Centre has been arranged by Mike G3JKX. Our thanks to Trevor
Bate (new Member—Welcome Trevor) for offering his work’s premises, which will be booked
when L.W. Village Hall is pre-booked on the required dates.
Anyone wishing to join the TDARS Instructors’ team are welcome to apply ASAP. You can do
it via the RSGB website, or contact Mike G3JKX. A CRB (Criminal Records Bureau) check has
to be made by the RSGB and this can take 6 or 8 weeks—so bear this in mind.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

50MHz, 2.5Watts @ Little Wenlock field gateway. By Dave H. G0CER
I decided to have a go in my first 50Mhz contest outside of the house, to 'have a go' near home to learn for the future
when I may travel further. Leaving a warm house/pub was probably the biggest step to make.
The RSGB 50MHz contest was the only one happening when I decided to have a go. So be it, but to confuse matters it
was our Shropshire Linux Users Group meeting the same evening. I assembled all the gear before the contest - only to
find the central pin of the SO239 of my 3 ele 6 meter beam had broken off. Steel and Ally often don't mix nicely, so
when getting aerials out of storage its worth checking all bolts and connectors. Some filing and cleaning later - it made
contact and a quick check for resonance on or about 50.15MHz at home and a pack down into the car - I was ready.
On leaving the SLUG meeting at 8.15PM with Richard M1RKH and Martyn Reid 2E0CTG who both came along to
help. I drove to the gateway between Little Wenlock and The Wrekin, Locator IO82RQ. My ancient Garmin GPS GPS12
reads out in Maidenhead grid and, being old, they are cheap. After hastily putting together the beam onto my tri-pod short
mast in the cold wind of the evening, found the swr was very high - some investigation showed that the SO239 centre
pin which broke that afternoon was making varied levels of connection - some tightening and movement of the matching
stub on the beam got the swr to 2:1 on Richards antenna analyser (note to self.. get one ASAP!). So out came the autoatu which I'd hoped to not need, given that 2.5watts isn't a lot to start with anyway and the ATU keeps the finals happy.
On tuning across 50MHz - it was 'cooking' from 50.13 to 50.22 - everyone seemed to be in the thirties for contacts - some
in sixties; I worked 8 stations in 40 minutes ranging from Liverpool, Mid-wales across to Stoke. Locators in IO81,2,3 and
IO92.
Here's a photo from the evening taken by Martyn. Note
the beam not exactly high/flat.

Most came back on the first call, some just called without
listening more than 1/2 second - timing is very important
when you're chucking out candle power - usefully lots of
stations included locator square when they were calling,
giving me a chance to hand-swing the beam around and
peak them up before calling. - We enthused just how, on
some contacts, were made off the back or even side of the
beam. The standard FT817 batteries didn't flag at all, I
swept though a few times and it got longer between
finding new stations to call. It was the cold and dark and
promise of the pub down the road that ended operations.
How to make a better effort? - a taller mast, better pre-checks on the beam and being in the contest at the start. I'm happy
with the 2.5w - that radio comes with me to family caravan stays where a home-made 20 metre dipole works little
wonders just above roof level. I was very happy to work those few in this contest, this time. Thanks to Martyn and
Richard. (and Don for selling me the beam a while back).
In the motorcycling world there are "run what you brung" races - I'd recommend anyone having a go at a contest with
what they have - it's a great way to learn even if you only get one contact, I think its having a go that matters. You will be
thinking just how to make it better next time. If you don't have the gear - look out for others (like Richy went to the
Town Park) giving a hand is most useful to them and educational too.
Follow up notes - The XYL and I went up Wenlock Edge for the 2 metre version of that contest and with my only 2metre
antenna - an innapropriate mobile antenna and used the 817 at 5 watts and worked 13 contacts while the XYL worked on
some school reporting. Again lessons learned - fix my old HB9CV for one. Have a go!
73s and good luck in a contest!
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Fantastic guarantee …….???
Our new TDARS tent has a few items that the Guarantee does not cover…. “If the fabric is ripped or
damaged….If poles and guy ropes are broken or damaged whilst in use …..damage due to weather
extremes” —so we’d better not get it out of the bag !
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long
as they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed
strictly. That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please
find someone else who can, or don’t borrow it that week!

Mike’s Piece July 2009
During a tutorial for the full licence recently, I was asked ‘How did the use of upper sideband (USB) above 10MHz
and LSB used below it come about?’ (i.e. apart from our few 5MHz allocations which must be USB!) There is a quite
simple answer but one not that is not that easy to describe.
When hams used SSB for the first time around 1950 something, SSB rigs were made for single bands. Much labour
was spent producing carrier-less signals by making RC phasing systems or good balanced modulators. Filtering
removed one or other of the sidebands. Naturally, attention was soon turned to producing rigs which would work on
more than one band.
It so happened that quite pricey but narrow 9MHz filters became available resulting in a two band rig being designed
which covered 80 and 20 metres. In this a 9MHz oscillator and audio signals are fed into a balanced modulator
which produces 9MHz double sideband and no carrier. This is where the expensive filter comes in. It removes say,
the LSB . So we are left with an USB voice spectrum up at 9MHz; 9.0003 MHz corresponding to the LF end of the
voice spectrum and 9.003MHz the top end. This is fed into another mixer together with the output of a 5 to 5.5MHz
VFO. This mixer’s outputs are the addition and the difference frequencies, namely 14.0 to 14.5MHz and 4 to
3.5MHZ. You will notice that these frequency bands more than cover our 80m and 20m allocations. A suitable filter
after the mixer removes one of the bands we’re not using at the time.
If the USB voice spectrum at 9MHz is added to the VFO signal at say 5.1 MHz, a USB output spectrum of 14.1003
to 14.103 MHz is produced. Tuning the VFO to 5.3MHz, frequencies of 14.300.3 to 14.303MHz are produced and
so on. So 20m USB is covered. However, if we change the filter and go for the difference frequencies instead of the
addition, an LSB spectrum on 80m results. So we end up with LSB on 80m and USB on 20m............ and it stuck!
You have noticed that when the VFO frequency increases the 14MHz frequency increases too, which is intuitive,
but tunes backwards on 3.5MHz which is not so nice. Well, we were still learning then! Today this is corrected by
firmware to (normally) give clockwise tuning making the frequency go up!
Amateurs in those days had separate Txs and Rxs, the latter having a crystal calibrator to check the band edges.
This ensured that when we tuned the Tx to the Rx frequency we were not going to transmit out of band. Then, as
now, we had to remember that at the top end of our 14MHz allocation, we could go no nearer than 3 kHz from the
edge, otherwise the top end of our 3 kHz wide USB signal might spread out of band! Of course that problem does
not occur at the top end of the 80m band as we use LSB there! However, care must be taken not to use LSB below
3.603MHz as the 3kHz signal bandwidth may then encroach into the digi-modes allocation of the 80m band-plan.
By the way, congratulations go to Richy, 2EØUDE on becoming MØRKY after his recent examination.
Note. 2EØs, I am prepared to give tutorials to those wishing to study for the Full Licence. You only have to ask.
See me at a TDARS meeting, call 01952 299677 or on mjstreetg3jkx@blueyonder.co.uk
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Photo of old Wellington A.R.S. meeting from 1950s (thanks Dave ‘VZT, George ‘BKH) .
Standing L-R: George Shepherd &
XYL G8BKH; Jeff Bagley G3FHL;
Chas Tranter G3BQQ; Don Breeze
G3JAB; Geoff Myatt G3FRN &
XYL.
Seated left side, top to bottom:
Frank Tobin & XYL G3IFT; Peter
Ross G3FLD; Bill Bishton & XYL
G3DGE; Not known; D Jewkes;
Frank Davis G3HXG
Seated right side, top to bottom:
Derick Wright G3HRN; Cliff OakesJones & XYL G3DJD; Ted Deakin
& XYL; Dave McCurrie; Philip
Johnson

